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Page 1: The second paragraph should read as follows:
An F-8 airplane was chosen as the test-bed for the demonstration of the super-
critical wing because of the supersonic eapability of the aircraft and the relative ease
with which the wing on the F-8 airplane could be replaced. The aircraft also offered
a unique opportunity to acquire reliable data near the sonic speed as well as through-
out the transonic range for detailed comparisons of wind-tunnel and flight results.
A series of wind-tunnel studies (refs. 5 and 6) was then conducted to establish a
representative supereritical wing configuration for the F-8 airplane and to define
the performance, stability, and control characteristics of the test vehicle through-
out a typical transport operating envelope.
Although the original intent of the program was proof of concept for the wing i
' alone, it was subsequently found that the wing's characteristics could not be
readily isolated from those of the complete aircraft. Inconsistencies from such
sources as stiag interference, improper inlet flow, and differences in control
effectiveness were therefore unavoidably implicated in the verification of the I
wing concept as an integral part of the total aircraft. It is the intent of this
report, however, to emphasize proof of concept rather than differences in test 1
technique. A preliminary assessment of the wing based on early correlations
between flight and wind-tunnel data is given in reference 7. 1
Page 8: The second paragraph should read as follows: i
Two exit ducts wer_ used during the wind-tunnel model tests, both of which
were wholly contained within the scaled mold lines of the airplane. The smaller :
duct was used to provide additional side clearance for the model sting during the
yaw tests. The second duct was used to simulate the ,nass flow ratios of the
airplane and to determine the internal drag corrections for the wind-tunnel
results. All wind-tunnel results presented in this paper were obtained with the
second _:_it duct and adjusted by means of the internal drag correction.
Page 9, paraffraph 1: The second sentence should read as follows:
For example, the corrections applied to the wind-tunnel data for a Mach number
of 0.95, a lift coefficient of 0.4, and the Reynolds number equivalent to an altitude /
of 10.7 kilometers (35,000 feet) were as follows: y
?
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Page 9: Paragraphs 2 and 3 should read as follows:
Transitionstripswere placed on the model wing at eitherof two locations,the
. 5-percentor the 31-percentchord, depending on the Mach number of the test
(ref.9). The 5-percent locationwas used for subcriticalMach numbers (M = 0.90
._ and below) to forcetransitionat a known locationbehind the wing leading edge.
The rearward positionwas used atthe criticalMach number conditionsto simulate
full-scaleboundary-layer trailing-edgedisplacementthicknesscharacteristics.
For the rearward positiona correctionwas made toadjustthe wind-tunnel data to a
conditionoffullyturbulentflow.
Alllossesfrom the inletto the exitofthe model were considered internaldrag
and were removed from the wind-tunnel results. As statedpreviously (INSTRUMEN-
TATION section: Wind Tunnel), the base dr_g was alsoremoved from the wind-
tunneldrag results. Therefore, the wind-tunnel drag resultspresented in this
paper representthe external,wetted surface area ofthe model.
Page 11: The followingparagraphs should be insertedbefore the sectionentitled
Mass flow.
The F-8 supercriticalwing airplanewas designed toprovide in-flightaero-
dynamic characteristicsat sustainedtransonicspeeds. The flightand wind-tunnel
drag results are compared in figures 14 to 23. _ ,
The wind-tunnel tests that were used for comparison purposes were si_nilar to
the tests an aircraft company might make to develop new configurations (that is,
the model was sting mounted and the wings were rigid and designed for a particular
set of flight conditions (M = 0.99, CL = 0.4, q = 9.6 kN/m 2 (200 lb/ft2), h = 13.7 km
(45,000 ft)). The wind-tunnel drag results were adjusted to flight conditions as
discussed in CORRECTIONS TO WIND-TUNNEL DATA. The compariso,,_ A the
drag polar results were made by removing the base drag from both the flight and
wind-tunnel data rather than by adjusting the results for jet effects and sting
interference. No attempt was made to adjust the wind-tunnel results from the
rigid model to the flexible airplane.
Where possible, the individual drag components (such as base drag, boattail
drag, and mass flow ratio) that were measured in the flight tests were compared
, with those measured in the wind-tunnel tests.
Page 11: The first sentence of the last paragraph should read as follows:
. As might be expected for a wing designed for a particular trimmed cruise
! condition (M = 0.99, CL = 0.4, q = 9.6 kN/m 2 (200 lb/ft2)), there is a noticeable
, _ difference between the flight and wind-tunnel drag polar curvatures.
Page 12: The following sentence should be inserted at the end of paragraph 1:
A complete discussion of the wall interference effects is given in paper 9 of
reference 7.
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FLIGHT-DETERMINED LIFT AND DRAG CHARACTERISTICS OF AN
F-8 AIRPLANE MODIFIED WITH A SUPERCRITICAL WING WITH
COMPARISONS TO WIND-TUNNEL RESULTS
Jon S. Pyle and Louis L. Steers
Flight Research Center
INTRODUCTION
A supercritical airfoil has been developed to increase the drag-rise Mach num-
ber for a given lift coefficient or to increase the lift coefficient for separation onset
at a given Mach nu.'_ber (refs. 1 to 4). Wind-tunnel studies were conducted to
determine the feasibility of applying a supercritical airfoil to a transport configura-
tion. As a result of the wind-tunnel studies, a wind-tunnel and flight test program
was initiated to verify the advantages of the supercritical wing with an existing air-
plane.
A TF-SA airplane was chosen as a test-bed to demonstrate the supercriticai
wing concept. The supercritics] wing was adapted to this airplane's fuselage;
henceforth, in this paper, this airplane is referred to as the F-8 supercritical wing
airplave. Wind-tunnel atudies (refs. 5 and 6) were conducted to adapt the new
: wing to the test vehicle m_d to determine the vehicle's performance, stal)ility, and
control characteristics. F:ight tests were conducted to verify the characteristics
:_ predicted by the wind-tunLel studies and to determine the value of the supercritical
wing concept in a flight environment. Reference 7 is a preliminary report of the
_,. results obtained during these proof-of-concept flight tests.
y
: These first flight tests were conducted with a nonoptimum area distribution.
The area distribution of the basic configuration was not particulaz !y well suited to
speeds near Mach 1; therefore, the distribution was improved by ddding area-rule
_ fairings to the fuselage. This paper presents the lift and drag characteristics
_ determined in flight for both configurations (with and without the area-rule fuselage -.
fairings) and compares the flight and wind-tunnel data for each case.
The flight results are for altitudes from 7.6 kilometers (25,000 feet) to 13.7 kilo-
meters (45,000 feet) and for Mach numbers from 0.6 to 1.2.
- i I
., ,__T22.2 ..... L_,_
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-. SYMBOLS
Phys,_al quantities in this report are given in the International System of
Units (SI) and parenthetic. 'ly in U.S. Customary Units. Measurements were taken
in SI Units. Details concerning the use of SI Units, together with physical quanti-
ties and conversion factors, are given in reference 8.
A cross-sectional area of the airplane perpendicular to the airplane's
c longitudinalaxis,m s (ft_)
A d cross-sectional area of the inlet duct at the engine compressor face,
m2 (ft 2 )
A area of the exit nozzle, mz (ft 2)
e
A. cross-sectional area of the inlet duet at the inlet, ms (ft 2 )z
a airplane acceleration measured normal to the airplane's longitudinal
n axis,g
a airplane acceleration measured along the airplane's longitudinal
x axis, g
CD total airplane drag coefficient
CDB drag coefficient measured on the base of the airplane
CD[1 dragshroudCoefficientmeasured over the boattailed portion of the engine
ACDIAAf ratio of the change in total airplane drag coefficient to the change in
free stream Math number
Cf thrust coefficient obtained from ground calibration
CL lift coefficient .-
lift-curve slope, ratio of lift coefficient to airplane angle of attack, i
_ CLa per deg
ACL/AC D slope of the lift coefficient versus the drag coefficient
,)
1
I' BI__.,
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ERRATA--Continued
,_" Page 13: The following paragraphs should be inserted before the CONCLUDING
REMARKS section:
Adjustments to _,ind.-tunnel drag and model to flight comparison.--Three major
components of drag were defined for the wind-tunnel model and flight vehicle. An
accounting for the differences in these drag components can then be made. This ,
permits modeI-to-flight comparisons of drag coefficients with these three components
eliminated as contributors to any remaining differences in drag coefficient. The
following table shows the adjustments made to the wind-tunnel data for flight condi-
tions at a Mach number of 0.95, a lift coefficient of 0.4, and an altitude of 10.7 kilo-
meters (35,000 feet). (All quantities were added to the model value of CD.)
Adjustment to wind-tunnel
value of CD for configuration
Component adjusted with side fairings--
Off On
, Base drag 0.0024 0.0029
Boattail drag 0.0011 0.0013
Trim characteristics 0.0012 0.0014
: The resulting wind-tunnel drag values compared with the flight values are as i
follows: i'
4
• : CD for configuration '
_-_. with side fairings--
! Off On
• | Adjusted wind-tunnel model 0.0323 0.0332
i _ Airplane 0.0348 0.0362 _
_i . ......
l This relationship between the full-scale flight and wind-tunnel model drag
coefflc:ents for 10.7 kilometers (35,000 feet) altitude is based upon a very complete
set of flight-derived polars. Although the flight experience at an altitude of
13. T kilometers (45,000 feet) for the same Math number was less comprehensive, i
the flight-to-model relationship was qualitatively similar. ,_
., The remaining differences between the wind-tunnel and flight-measured drag
* values were probably due to the higher mass flow ratios in the wind-tunnel tests, ,_-
; differences m flexibility between the mcdel and the airplane, and probable differences ,,
t in the pressures over the aft sloping fuselage surface forward of the instrumented _,] boattU ( erbody).
" !
r
:!
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Page 73: The symbols for the wind-tunnel data in fi_lre 14 should be identified as
follows:
" Wind Area-rule
-_ Flight tunnel fuse_acjefairincjs/
.9 - a On
• Off
!
.6 I I
.8 .9 1.0
M
,.r
: Issue date: 8-2-77
-r
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C m pitching moment coefficient
CN normal force coefficient
Cp static-pressure coefficient obtained normal to surface of vehicle
C static-pressure coefficient measured over the boattailed portion of
P_ the engine shroud
C X axial force coefficient
D total airplane drag, kN (lb)
FG gross engine thrust, kN (lb)
FN net engine thruM, kN (ib)
FR ram drag of inlet air, kN (lb)
h altitude, m (ft)
fl rate of change in altitude, m/see (t/see)
- L total airplane lift
:_ M free stream Mach number
M d Math number measured in the inlet duct at the engine compressor
face
/
m mass flow of the free stream air, (kN-sec)/m ((Ib-see)/ft)
: md mass flow of the air through the duct, (kN-sec)/m ((lb-sec)/fl)
• P free stream, static pressure, kN/m s (lb/fl s)
' Pd static pressure measured in the inlet duct at the engine compressor
face, kN/m s (lb/ft s)
-.- Ptd total pressure measured in the inlet duct at the engine compressorf_ee, kN/m s (lb/ft s)
,_._ ." Pie total pressure measured at the engine exit nozzle, kN/m s (lb/ft s ) _;:_
__.,,: q dynamic pressure, kN/m n (lb/fl n)
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"_ R Reynolds number
S planform area ofthe supercriticalwing, m 2 (ft_)
T freestream temperature, °K (°R)
Td temperature ofthe airin the inletduct, °K (°R)
l_ rateof change in velocity,m/sec2 (ft/sec2)
W airplaneweight, kN (Ib)
x/! ratioof distancealong the airplane'slongitudinalaxis tothe total
airplanelength
a angle of attack,deg
&a correction to angle of attack for in-flight calibration, deg
AaB correctionto angle of attackfornose-boom bending during normal
acceleration,deg
5 average deflection of horizontal stabilizers, deg
e
y ratio of specific heats
0 circumferential location of boattail orifices on the aft portion of the
airplane fuselage, deg
VEHICLE DESCRIPTION
o,. Flight Vehicle
.%
The TF-8A airp]ane provided the empennage, fuselage, and propulsion sys-
tems for the supercritical wing flight tests (figs. l(a) and l(b)). The TF-SA air-
plane is a single-place interceptor powered by a J57-P4 turbojet engine with _,fter-
burner capability. Air is supplied to the engine by means of a main duct through
the fuselage. The duct inlet is approximately 0.79 meter (2.6 feet) behind the apex
of the airplane's nose cone.
- In its original configuration the airplane had a variable incidence, high-
, mounted wing that was easy to replace with the supercritical wing. A three-view
drawing of the F-8 supercriticai wing airplane is presented in figure 1(c). The
horizontal and vertical stabilizers were not chonged for the test program.
The cross-sectional area distribution of the F-8 supercritleal wing airplane is
shown in figure 2. The distribution for the first flight tests (without ares-rule
t
i
4
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fuselage fairings) included the fiber glass wing-body juncture fairing (fig. 3(a))
and the vertical stabilizer fairings (fig. 3(b)). The machine-gun discharge ports
: were also enclosed by fairings (fig. 3 (c)).
• After the first flight tests were completed, fa_rings were added to the sides of
the fuselage just in front of and behind the wing (figs. 3 (d) and 3 (e)). These fair-
ings were intended to reduce wave losses near the speed of sound and thus increase
the airplane's drag-rise Mach number.
Several small protuberances on the fuselage contributed to the total drag of the
airplane and were, therefore, simulated in the wind-tunnel model (fig. 3(f), ref. 9).
Wing.--The planform area of the supercritical wing, based on the extens,:on of
the leading and trailing edges of the wing to the fuselage centerline, is approximately
26 square meters (275 square feet). The wing is attached to the fuselage at an inci-
dence angle of 1.5 ° at the root chord. It has an aspect ratio of 6.8 and a sweep angle
of 42.24 ° along the quarter chord. The streamwise thickness-to-chord ratio varies
from 11 percent at the wing-body juncture to 9 percent at the mean geometric chord;
it is approximately 7 percent at the wing'tip. Additional information concerning wing
dimensions and structure is presented in references 9 and 10.
Vortex generators (fig. 3 (g)) were installed at the 60-percent semispan on the
bottom lepding edge of the wing. These devices were used to improve the pitching
moment characteristics of the test configuration at high angles of attack (ref. 11).
Fairings (fig. 3(h)) were also added to the underside of each wing to cover the !
aileron hinges.
Aft fuselage.--The aft 14.7 percent of the fuselage (fig. 4) has a 7° boattail
angle. The boattail area was instrumented with surface-pressure orifices to make
comparisons between the flight and wind-tunnel boattail drag results possible.
The annular base area of the airplane (figs. 4 and 5 (a)) was 0.645 square meter
(6.94 square feet) with the afterburner off and 0.497 square meter (5.35 square feet)
:'. with the afterburner on. This area consisted of the eaviW between the engine carl-
- able exit nozzle and the fuselage boattail shroud, which extended 1.37 meters
' (4.5 feet) in beck of the aft fuselage firewell.
¥
Wind-Tmmel Model
A sting-supported 0.087-scale model of the F-8 supereritical wing airplane was
tested in the Langley S-Foot Transonic Pressure Tunnel. The tests defined the aero-
dynmnic characteristics and surface-static-pressure coefficients of the model with
i and without the a_ea-rule fuselage fairtngs. Many of the airplane's protuberances,
such as the ah, data probe, antennas, light, camera fairing plate, vortex generators,
machine gun discharge port fairings, and aileron hinge fairings, were scaled to the
model size and included in the test configuration. Pressure orifices were installed -
-:,, on the bosttail of the model as close as possible to the locations of those on the flight
'_ - vehicle, and pressure measurements were obtained for all testa. A mote oomplete
desm'iption of tb_ model and test faaility is g/yen m z_d'e_noo 0.
11_2- " "
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INSTRUMENTATION
Flight
Flight lift and drag were calculated from measurements made with onb,_
instrumentation. All measurements were recorded on board with magnetJr ape
and telemetered to a ground station by a pulse code modulation system. . ,m pro-
cedures and equations used to determine the angle of attack, thrust, an(i drag from
the flight test measu.-_ments are presented in the appendix.
Air dataprobe.--StandardNACA flow directionsensors (ref.12) and a M0ch-
number-compensated pitot-staticprobe designed forthisconfigurationwere mounted
on the nose beam (ref.13). The impact-pressure and compensated static-pressure
orificeswere 2.09 meters (6.85feet)and 2.04 meters (6.68feet)in frontof the
vehicle'snest. "'espectively.Ang]e ofattackand angle of sideslipwere measured
by floatingvanes thatwere 1.42meters (4.67feet)and 1.32 meters (4.32feet}in
frontofthe vehicle'snose, respectively.A temperature probe was mounted opposite
the angle-of--attackvane tomeasure freestream totaltemperature.
In-flightcalibrationsofangle of attackindicatedthatsome interferencewas
occurring between the angle-of-sideslipand angle-of-attackvanes at Math numbers
near I.0. The interferencewas eliminatedby removing the sideslipvane and shaft.
Allflightresultspresented in thispaper were obtainedafterthe angle-of-sideslip
vane and shaftwere removed.
Liftand drag.--An accelerometerpackage thatcontainedtwo longitudinalaceel-
erometers (_+0.25gand +l.ag), two normal aceelerometers(-4g to Ig and -3g to 6g),
one transverse accelerometer(_+Ig).and a three-axisgyro was mounted on the main
centerlinekeelbeam 9.6 meters (31.5feet)aftof the fuselagenose. The outputsof
the +0.25g longitudinalaecelerometerand the -3g to6g normal accelerometerwere
filteredto exclude frequenciesgreaterthan I0 cyclesper second and correctedto
the airplanecenter of gravity,zero angular velocity,and zero angular acceleration.
The resultingaccelerationswere used tocalculatethe normal and axialforces
7 exerted on the airplane. The total weight of the airplane at any time during a flight
was calculated from recordings of fuel quantity and preflight gross weight.
• Thrust.--The momentum of the air in the inlet as it entered the engine compres-
sor face was calculated from measurements of total and static pressure obtained with
_" rakes and static orifices (figs. 5(b) and 5(c)). The total-pressure measurement at
the engine compressor face was obtained with five radial rakes, each of which con-
_ tained five manifolded pressure probes. The pressure measurements from each rake
(fig. 5(b)) were averaged to obtain the cross-sectionai total pressure at the compres- -,
sot face. In the same way, the static-pressure orifices around the pump housing
of the engine (fig. 5 (c)) and the engine duct were averaged to obtain _he ambient
pressure at the compressor face. All momentum losses in front of the compressor
face were considered to be part of the drag of the fuselage.
The momentum of the air leaving the engine was measured by an air-cooled
pitot probe mounted in the engine exhaust (figs. 5(a) and 5(d)). This measurement
a ,. •i
!
I
}
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} procedure has b,_enverifiedIn experiments with a s._milarjetengine mounted in a
high performance airplane(refs.14 and 15). The coolingairforthe exhaust probe
- was obtainedfrom the laststageofthe engine compressor.
, Boattailand base pressures.--A seriesof surface-pressureorificeswas in-
stalledatcircumferentialstationsof 8°, 46°, 135°,and 180° along the righthalfof
the boattailedportionofthe fuselage(fig.4). The orificeswere in _ixrings around
the fuselagethetwere between 94.7 percent and 99.6 percent ofthe fuselagelength
Base pressures were measured atfour circumferentialocations(0°, 90°, 180°,
and 270°) insidethebase cavityof the fuselage. Both theboattaiiand base pressure
measurements were obtainedwith a scanivalvetransducer in a rear sectionofthe
fuselage.
Pressures along area-rulefuselagefairings.--Theairplanearea-rL,lefuselage
fairingswere notoriginallyequipped with the orificesand internaltubing necessary
forpl-essuremeasurements. Therefo,'e,flexiblevinyl tubing with staticorifices
(figs.6(a) to 6(c)) was attachedtothe airplane'sarea-,'ulefuselagefairingsin
ouch a way thatflightpressure measurements could be compared with existing
wind-tunnel data. The tubing was fairedto the fuselagesurfacewith an aircraft
sealer. Orificeswere cut in the tubing atapproximately the same locationsas used
in the wind-tunnel tests. Some orificetubes were installedoffthe centerlineof
the fairingto determine the effectsof attitudeand cross-flowinterference.Pressure
measurements were obtainedwith existinginternalinstrumentation.
Wind Tunnel
Force and moment data (ref. 9) were obtained in the Langley 8-Foot Transonic
Pressure Tunnel with a strain-gage balance mounted in the fuselage cavity of a
0.087-scale model of the airplane. Pressures at the orifices along the area-rule
fuselage fairings and on the boattailed portion of the fuselage were measured with a
differential-pressure scanning-valve mounted in the model's nose section. Static
pressures were measured in the balance chamber and on the base plane of the model
to determine the base drag. When the wind-tunnel results were analyzed, the base
pressures were adjusted to ambient conditions. Thus. all the drag results presented
_ in reference 9 represent wind-tunnel model drag withe'at base drag,
TEST CONDITIONS
Flight
, The flight data presented in this paper were obtained from long-period accel- °
erating turns and quasi-stabilized, constant altitude runs at altitudes of 7.6 kilo-
meters (25,000 feet), 19.7 kilGmeters (35,000 feet), and 13.7 kilometers (45,000 feet), t
The Mach number range of the testa varied from 0.8 to 1.2. Reynolds number, based
on the wing mean geometric chord, varied from 0.8 × 10T to 2.3 × 10T. The center-
of-gravity position for the test_, was apprc.ximately 25 percent of the wing mean geo-
metric chord.
v
'. , --m..mms.jUp_, _
i
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: Wind Tunnelp
_. Wind-tunnel measurements (ref. 9) were made over a lVlaeh number range from
0.25 to 1.0. Angle of attack varied from -5 ° to 12°; angle of sideslip was 0°. The
Reynolds numbers of the wind-tunnel tests ,_,aried from 1.8 × 106 to 3.0 × l0 s based
on the wing mean geometric chord of the wind-tunnel model.
The internal flow through the model was constricted by the sting support used to
mo_,nt the model in the Langley 8-Foo: Transonic Wind Tunnel. Therefore, to simu-
late the internal masz flow ratios that were expected with the airplane, two exit _.uets
were used (luring the wind-tunnel model tests. Both duets were wholly contained
within the sealed base lines of the airplane. Wind-tunnel data for the two duets were
compared to obtain an adjustment for 'is increase in internal drag due to the sting
support (_lef. 6). This adjustment was made to all the wind-tunnel results used in
this paper. -
FLIGHT DATA ACCURACY
The parameters that contributed to random error in the flight results are listed
in _he following table. The table is based on data obtained for a Mach number of
: 0.97, a lift coefficient of 0.4, and an altitude of 13.7 !:J" _eters (45,000 feel).
Error in Error inError in
Parameter measurement CL, percent CD. percent
ii ii i n , i ii _ i i
Weight +4.4 kN (±100 ib) 0.4 ....
Dynamic pressure +0.06 kN/m _ (+_1.O lb/ft _ ) 0.6 0.6
4 Net thrust +0.36 kN (_+lJ0lb) --- 3.8
o, Normal acceleration +0.01g I. 0 0.6
Longitudinal acceleration tO. O01ff --- I. 2
Angle of attack +_B5 ° --- S. 0
| i ii ii i ii
Root-sum-squared error I. 3 6.4
' To nflnimise b/as errors, cal/bratlons were obtained for the InstrumQtaflon both
in the laboratory and on the airplane. In addition, preflight and posffliffht weigh- -
inffs and instrument _ros were reedt, ded for each flight. To further reduce bias
.: errors, the flight results pr_ented were o',*_ined during several ftlghtl st the same
Math number atxd altitude conditions. The_ _ore the r_Lndom error in fairtnipm of the
flight results is bel/eved_ be minimal.
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iCORRECTIONS TG ;¢IND-TUNNEL DATA
Several corrections were made to the wind-tunncl drag results that, although
not discussed in reference 9. are normally applied to wind-tunnel data to make -_
comparisons with flight results realistic. For example, the corrections applied to
the wind-tunnel d.t._ for a Mach number of 0.90 and a lift coefficient of 0.4 were as
follows:
i
Corrections Area-rule fuselage fairings
(measured and ' :_
calculated) Off On
ml u w lu
Transition 0.0015 0.0015
Internal drag -0. 00485 -0.0047 ::
Reynolds number -0.0045 -0.0045
2
Roughness 0. 0015 0. 0015
Total -0.00635 -0.0062
The correction for transition refers to the correction that was made to the wind-
tunnel data to accour: for differences in skin friction between the wind-tunnel and
airplane wing. Transition strips were placed on the wlnd-tunnel wing at the
5-percent or 31-percent chord, depending on the Mach number of the wind-tunnel :
test (ref. 9), to simulate the trailing-edge boundary-layer thickness expected in
- flight. The transition strips tripped the boundary layer and caused the flow to be
turbulent over the remainder of the wing. Wind-tunnel oil flow studies verified that
the flow was lmninar in front of the strip. The airplane wing is considered to be
fully _urbulent in flight, so the laminar flow regions on the wind-tunnel model wing
- were corrected to turbulent skin friction draft conditions.
The correction for the model support interference (internal drag) ,_ discussed
in TEST CONDITIONS. _ _._
F _
: The wind-tunnel force data were corrected to the flight Reynolds numbers by
_ subtracting the increments of draft that resulted from the difference between the skin
,_ friction drag of the model and that of the full-scale vehicle. In addition, an estimated i_
_ roughness drag increment (ref. 16) was added to the wind-tunnel results to correct
for the difference in smoothness between the model and the full-scale airplane.
t
.,' ]
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?These corrections were applied to all wind-tunnel trimmed drag data presented
in this paper. The drag measurements made on the model in the wind tunnel were
: obtained at three horizc,+ltal stabilizer deflections (-5 °, -2.5 °, and 0°). Tlle drag +
• measurement_ were corrected to trim conditions by interpolating the drag polars
' between the wind-tunnel data points adjusted to the trim condition (C m = O) at each
stabilizer setting.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Flight Results
The lift curves and drag polars obtained from flight measurements for the air-
plane without area-rule fuselage fairings are presented in figures 7 to 9. Data are
presented for various Maeh numbers and altitudes.
The effect of altitude (including Reynolds number) on the drag results is shown
in figure 10. The drag coefficient is presented as a function of Mach number for a
constar.: lift coefficient near the design trim condition (C L - 0.4). The drag-rise :+
Mach number (ACD/Abt = 0.1) varies from 0.95 at the lowest altitude to 0.97 at the
highest altitude. There is some drag creep (a slight gradient in draft before the
drag-rise Mach number) in the data for an altitude of 13.7 kilometers (45,000 feet). +
The agreement of the data for altitudes of 7.6 kilometers (25,000 feet) and 10.7 kilo-
meters (35,000 feet) is close.
The effect of altitude on the lift of the airplane is presented in figure 11. At the
higher lift coefficients and the intermediate Mach numbers (0.9 and 0.97), there
are some changes in the lift-curve slopes for the various altitudes. These changes
are believed to be due to variations in local angle of attack on the outboard portion _
++ of the wing. This change in local angle of attack at the various altitudes is due to
°+ the flexibility of the wing (ref. 7).
The lift curves and drag polars obtained after the area-rule fuselage fairings
, were added to the airplane are presented in figure 12. The data were obtained at an
+ altitude of 10.7 kilometers (35,000 feet), and Reynolds number varied from 1.3 X 107 .
to 1.8 × 107 . +
_ Faired flight results with and without the area-rule fuselage fairingsare ,
i+ compared in figure 13. The data in figure 13(a) indicate that the fairingshad little
effect on the flight lift curves. In addition, the lift-curve slopes for all Math num- _-+
bets are similar.
_+ ,'_
The area-rule fuselage fairings were added to the airplane to reduce its absolute i_
• drag at Math numbers between 0.95 and 1.0, increasing the drag-rise Mach number. "
However, the drag polars presented in figure 13(I)) show that the addition of the
_:_i area-rule fuselage fairings resulted in slightly higher drag values at most Math
1 numbers. :'+
i '"
%
• ? + .,
%• +
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Comparison of Flight and Wind-Tunnel Results
{
Mass flow.--The airflowthrough the inletofthe F-8 supercriticalwing model
. was measured during the wind-tunnel tests(ref.9). These wind-tunnel results
are compared with flightresultsin figure14. The data forconfigurationswith and
withoutthe area-rulefuselagefairingsare compared fora Mach number range from
0.8 to 0.99.
The dataare fora constantangle of attackof 4°, v_hiPhisnear the trim con-
dition. The flightmeasurements ofairflowin the duct were acquired by using the
followingequationfrom reference 14:
md_PdMdAdr/I_+02M__'
+02Md'
There is a noticeabledifferencebetween the flightdata with and withoutthe
area-rulefuselagefairings.The fairingsnear the duct inletmay have interfered
with the airflowintothe duct. This differencein mass flowratiosisnot apparent
in the wind-tunnel data. With the exceptionofthe data forM = 0.99, the wind-
tunnelmass flow ratiosare higher than thosemeasured in flight.
Base drag.--Figure 15 compares the base drag coefficientsmeasured in flight
and in the wind tunnel. Both setsoftestdatawere obtainedwith and withoutthe
area-rulefuselagefairings.The significantdiscrepancy between the flightand
wind-tunnel resultsis pI'obablydue tothe presence of the wind-tunnel support
sting,which was attachedtothe model through itsbase area. This problem is
common to all studies that use sting-mounted models (ref. 17). To make the com-
parisons of flight and wind-tunnel drag data in this investigation meaningful, base
drag was removed from all the drag results.
Drag polars.--The data presented in figure 16 compare the wind-tunnel and
flight drag polars (without base drag) for configurations with and _thout the area-
rule fuselage fairings. In general, the level of drag in flight is sig. ficantly higher
: than predicted by the wind-tunnel results for lift coefficients at or below the approx-
_ imate trim condition (C L = 0.4). Differences were expected between the flight and
wind-tunnel results at other than the design cruise lift coefficient, because the
wind-tunnel model wing was designed to give the proper twist and bending at the
" design cruise condition only. Even at the trim condition, however, there was a
_ difference of as much as 10 percent at the lower Mach numbers and as much as
30 percent at M = 0.99.
As might be expected from a wing designed to the trimmed condition, there is a
noticeable difference between the flight and wind-tunnel drag polar curvatures. This
:' difference in drag due to lift is emphasized by the comparison of the drag polars for :
the low and high lift coefficients in figure 16. The slopes of the flight drag polars -._•
(_CL/£C D) for a Hft coefficient of 0.4 are from 5 percent to 25 percent lower than _:
those obtained from the wind-tunnel data. "_
.?
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The inability of the wi_d tunnel to predict the flight values of drag due to lift
at Mach numbers from 0.85 to 1.0 is attributed to wall interference on the model.
The model wing was altered ("tuned") during the testing at the design point to
obtain the desired lift and drag characteristics. However, the real flow environment
over the trailing edge of the wing was masked by the wave reflections from the wind-
" tunnel walls. Therefore, when the final wing configuration was scaled to the air-
plane, the resulting full-scale wing had excessive camber along the trailing edge.
Although the area-rule fuselage fairings had little effect on the wind-tunnel drag
values at Maeh numbers below 0.97, the drag level for the configuration with the
fairings is lower than the drag level for the configuration without them at M = 0.99
(fig. 16). In the flight data, however, the drag level for the configuration with the
fairings is equal to or higher than the drag level for the configuration without the
fairings throughout the Math number range shown.
Trim characteristics.--Another reason for the disagreement between the flil_ht
and wind-tunnel drag levels is that the model and airplane had to use different
horizontal stabilizer deflections to maintain comparable lift coefficients (fig. 17).
The wind-tunnel data indicate that the model required less stabilizer deflection to
maintain a Riven lift coefficient than the airplane. If the wind-tunnel model horizon-
tal stabilizer deflections are adjusted to the airplane deflections, the wind-tunnel
drag coefficients at CL = 0.4 increase. This adjustment, which would increase total
model drag at CL = 0.4 by 3 percent to 5 percent, would account for some of t]_e
difference in the drag levels in figure 16.
Lift curves.--There is little difference between the flight and wind-tunnel lift
curves presented in figure 18.
The flight and wind-tunnel results in figure 19, which shows the variation of
the lift-curve slopes with Maeh number, also agree well.
_, Boattail drag.--The boattail drag results for the airplane and model (figs. 20
_ and 21) also explain some of _he difference between the flight and wind-tunnel drag
* levels. Typictd boattail pressure measurements are presented in figure 20 for con-
figurations with and without the area-rule fuselage fairinffs. The pressure coeffi-
cients, which are for a Mach number of 0.9, are plotted at their percentage location
along the fuselage at four circumferential rows. The wind-tunnel pressures are
: generally higher than the flight results.
The difference between the flight and wind-tunnel boattall pressures is more
obvious if the results are converted to drag. Figure 21 compares flight and wind-
tunnel boattail drag at Math numbers from 0.90 to 1.00. The difference is due
primarily to the presence of the sting in the base area of the model (ref. 17). Ad-
- justing the wind-tunnel drag for CL = 0.4 to account for the differences between the
flight and wind-tunnel boattail results also tends to bring the drag polars closer
together.
Figure 22 compares the flight and wind-tunnel surface pressures measured
along the center of the area-rule fuselage fairings for Maeh numbers from 0.8 to 0.98
I
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for a lift coefficient of 0.4. With the exception of the measurements at the 24-percent
locations, the flight and wind-tunnel pressure coefficients on the forward fairing
agree well. The flight data for the sloping surface of the rear fairing (beyond
. x/l = 75 percent) are somewhat different from the wind-tunnel data, particularly at
a Mach number of O. 98, where the flight pressures are significantly lower than the
wind-tunnel pressures. It was not determined whether this difference in pressures
was due to the different horizontal stabilizer positions during the flight and wind-
unnel tests, the influence of the support sting, or the effects of wall inteI.,.rence
3uring the wind-tunnel tests.
Total drag. --The variation of the total trimmed drag minus the base drag of the
airplane and the model is presented in figure 23 as a function of Math number. The
arrowheads on the curves indicate the drag-rise Math number (ACD/_M = 0.1) of
each configuration. The drag-rise Mach number measured in flight without area-
rule fuselage fairings agreed within 0.01 Mach number of the drag-rise Mach number
predicted by the wind-tunnel tests.
The wind-tunnel data (ref. 9) indicate that the drag-rise Mach number was 0.01
higher for the model with the area-rule fuselage fairings. The flight data, however,
show that the area-r.de fuselage fairings did not increase the drag-rise Math number.
Up to a Mach number of 0.95, the drag level of buth airplane configurations was
approximately 15 percent to 20 percent higher than indicated by the corresponding
wind-tunnel results. At these Math number conditions a significant part of the
difference between the flight and wind-tunnel drag was probably due to the effect
of the sting on the aft portion of the model's fuselage.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
The lift and draft characteristics of a TF-SA airplane modified with a super- ..
critical wine" ,1ere determined in flight and compared with wind-tunnel results. The
.: drag-rise ;,lach number measured in flight _vithout the area-rule fuselage fairings ,
: a_,n'eed within 0.01 Mach number of the drag-rise Math number predicted by the
wind-tunnel tests. The addition of the area-rule fuselage fairings to the F-8 super- _ '_
,L: critical wing configuration did not increase the drag-rise Mach number of the air-
i pLme as had been predicted by the wind-tunnel results
±,
,qigniflcant differences were noted between the flight and wind-tunnel values :
for base and boattail drag. In addition, the drag-due-to-Hft characteristics of the -_
_" model were di._,erent from those of the airplane. In general, the level of drag in
4 flight was higher than predicted by the wind-tunnel results for lift coefficients at for belov: ".hedesign trim condition.
, FlightResearch Center
_: National Aeronautics and Space Administration
__ _awards, Calif., January 16, 1975 _
i 13 "_
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APPENDIX
" FLIGHT DATA ANALYSIS
: Angle of Attack
The upwash effects from the nose boom and the fuselage (ref. 18), the aero-
dynamic forces on the boom, and the effect of pitching velocity and acceleration on
the angle-of-attack vanes were computed and corrections were applied to the data.
A static calibration of the nose-boom and the fuselage bending with normal and
pitching acceleration was obtained by loading the nose boom. The results of this
calibration, which are presented in figure 24 (a), were applied to the flight results.
An in-flight calibration of angle of attack was obtained by measuring the longi-
tudinal acceleration of the airplane in steady-state trimmed flight (where the changes
in velocity, V, and altitude, /_, are zero). If the steady-state trimmed flight con-
ditions are maint.xined, the true angle of attack is equal to the arc sine of the meas-
ured longitudina_ acceleration. Although zero values of _/and/_ were difficult to
maintain with the F-8 supercriticai wing configuration, the deviations from the_
trimmed condition were small and could be corrected to obtain an angle-of-attack
calibration. Figure 24 (b) presents the correction to tt, e angle of attack with the
variation in Mach number as obtained by the in-flight calibration. This correction
was also assumed to be valid for the nonsteady-state flight results (angles of attack
higher or lower than trim) since the angle-of-attack range of this study was small.
_ Thrust Determination
- The thrust of the F-8 supercritical wing airplane was determined in flight by
the difference between the inlet momentum and the exit momentum of the airflow
:_ through the jet engine. A complete discussion and derivation of the thrust equations
is given in reference 14. The inlet momentum (ram drag) can be calculated by the
following equation:
[ 1 + O.2M d"
FR = YPdAdMMd _J (I)1 + 0.2M 1
i The static pressure in the duct, Pd' was measured at the engine compressor face
J (see INSTRUMEI_.TTATION). The cross-sectional area of the duct, A d, was measured
!_ at the engine compressor face, where the static-pressure and total-pressure meas- :_
urements were obtained. The free stream Math number, M, and the ratio of specific ._
• " heats, y, were determined from airspeed probe data. The Mach number in the duct
1 M d, was calculated from the following equation: . _
m,_ "
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APPENDIX- Continued
The gross engine thrustor exitmomentum, FG, was determined from the meas-
urement of the freestream staticpressure, P; the area of the exitnozzle.Ae; the
thrustcoefficientof the engine mounted in the airplane(calibratedon a ground
thruststand), Cf; the ratioof specificheats,y; and the measured totalpressure
ofthe exhaust, Pt " Gross thrustwas determined from the followingequation:
e
F G = PAeCf2y-__ 1 - (3)
Pt
e ,up to 1.851 with the after-This equationisvalidforexitpressure ratios,--f-
burner offor 1.802 with the afterburneron. Below these values, the exitpressure
ratiois considered tobe subcriticaland the flow is subsonic. When the exitpres-
sures are criticaland the pressure ratiosexceed the values above, the equation
become s:
FG=ACf[IV-} (,+1,p,- (4,
Severalthruststand calibrationswere made ofthe engine mounted in the F-8
supercriticalwing airplaneto determine itsthrustcoefficientatground level. The
thrust levels were obtained for various exit pressure ratios and are extrapolated to
flight altitude conditions in figure 25. Altitude chamber tests on an early version of
the J57 engine indicated that a variation in thrust coefficient of less than 2 percent
occurs at altitudes between 4750 meters (15,000 feet) and 15,250 meters (50,000 feet).
_ Therefore, the ground thrust stand results were extrapolated to the flight exit pres-
sure ratios on the basis of previous experience with this engine (ref. 15 and unpub-
-, fisheddata).
The net thrust of the engine is the difference between the gross thrust calculated
;.. with equation (3) or (4) and the ram drag calculated with equation (1). Thus, net
thrust can be calculated as follows: _O1_
F
FN-%- FR (5)
/
_ Drag Determination _
Once an airplane's net thrust has been determined, its lift and drag characteris- .'_
: tics can be calculated by using measurements of longitudinal and normal acceleration.
L ,
_" ]'t I
J
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"_ APPENDIX - Concluded
- The following equations were used to compute the normal and axial forces from these
measurements:
Wa
n
cN--_ (6)
FN - Wax
Cx - qs (7)
The i0rce coefficients are transposed into the body axis coordinates by trans-
forming with the airplane angle of attack; thus, equations (6) and (7) become"
CL=C Ncosa-C Xsina (8)
CD = CN sin a + CX cos a (9)
L = CLqS (10)
D = CDqS (11)
• i L CL
-_ _ /_ = _ (12)
_.:. =i
* i
i.
%
ii "
_,il. I 16 ....................."_
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